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Many prophetic ones among us have known that a new Kingdom season started some months back.
In prayer 3 weeks ago I saw a new day dawning, the glow beginning to come over the horizon, as the
sun rises on this new day of activation and action.
It’s a day of empowerment. A day of our individual relationship with our Father in heaven getting
deeper and more intimate to the point of miraculous life and living flowing naturally out of our
closeness with Him.
This day is all about personal empowerment of sons and daughters of God in Jesus Christ. Many
may miss what they could have been walking in, because they have not taken our Dad at His word
and shut down the self stuff in order to seek His face like never before, to gain the preparation
needed. Many are trusting their church situation to get them there. WRONG. All empowerment
comes out of personal relationship with Him. Church is where we gather to encourage and to be
encouraged, but this is personal relationship stuff.
Some of us have experienced Him allowing our lives to be brought into a slow down phase so that we
could spend more time with Him. How many of us saw that and used it well? He has been bringing in
strong emphases in teaching across the globe. We have seen focussed attention brought onto the
depth of Grace, including walking in His Grace with integrity. Teaching has appeared in some
quarters about the empowerment of sons that comes through living closely with Him. This highlights
the truth Jesus taught that Kingdom Life is walking like Him where we see what our Father is doing
and do it, hear what our Father is speaking and speak it.
There has been a lot of talk about the astronomical alignments happening at this time. There are the
usual rash of critical judgement prophecies, that I do not believe are being spoken by our Father to
His Family right now. The planetary alignments came like this for Jesus time on the earth, and now I
believe to signal the appearance of many walking like Jesus among us. This is what empowerment
means. How could it mean anything else?
Our Father has been talking to me a lot about empowering His Family and what it will take. Some of
that I am passing along to you in this newsletter, and I have to emphasise that it’s all about walking
with Him as closely as you can. The closer we walk with Him, the more flows out of that relationship.
Some of us feel like there’s stuff in the way. If that’s you, can I gently encourage you to give it to Him
and ask for His help please?
So dig in and feast on Him. Psalm 23 shows us that His best feasts for us are laid out in the worst
places we find ourselves in. Don’t let your circumstances hold you back from moving your seat closer
to Him.
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